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i 55 ticular type or make ofsaiety razor, but ‘it .will ia'obvious that the resistance offered to the ‘coil! ‘5 v ' 
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This invention is a razor handle for use es- be understood that‘ the inventive idea may be 
pecially in connection with safety razors, an ob- eqll?lly as effectively Carried out in connection 
ject of which is to provide means whereby the with other types of razors. It will be under- _ 
handle may be ?exed in order to more properly stood. therefore, that Variations in the me- ~ ' 

5 “set” the shaving edge to the face of the user. chanical structure may be resorted to, to enable ‘5 
A further object of the invention is- to provide the device to m associated with other types 01' 

a ?exible hand grip for the razor of such char- forms of razors. - - » - ' 
actor that the degree of ?exibility may be varied Referring now more particularly to the draw 
by the user without resorting to mechanical ing, 6' illustrates generally the blade holder part 

10 means for accomplishing this purpose. of the safety razor, which usually includes a 10 
A still further object ‘of the invention is to centrally disposed and externally threaded stem 

provide a ?exible handle for use in connection or post a, by which the‘holderih'andle and blade 
with safety razors which may be readily applied are properly and securely held in assembled 
to razors now in use and which does not require positions. This stem changes ,within an in 

,5 any change in the form or construction of such terlorly tded opening within the head 6. -. 15 
razors. _ The head 5 in the present instance is or the 

, A still further object of the invention is to same type‘ as is usually employed with razors 
provide a razor handle of the character and tor of this character, except that it is provided with 
the purposes mentioned which'may be manuiac- an axially disposed outwardly extending mem- ' 

20 tured and marketed at lowcost, which does not her or projection 1. over which is engaged and 20 
include any special or complex mechanism, secured one end of the ?exible handle 8. The 
which is applied to and removed from the/razor nroiecticn l is of less diameter than the head 6 
in precisely the same manner as are handles now and provides a Shoulder 9 Substantially ‘at the 
in use, and which will prove thoroughly prac- juncture of the head with the projection and 

;:5 tical and eihcient in use. , ‘ with which the end of the ?exible handle locks. 25 
, 1th these objects in view together with-others The zone or the projection adjacent to the 

which will appear as the description proceeds, shoulder is of slightly less diameter than the 
the invention consists in-the novel construction, medial portion of the projection, in order to 
combination and-arrangement of parts, all as cause a ?rm grip of the handle with the pro 
will be described more fully hereinafter, illus- Jection as will be hereinafter explained. The 30' 
trated in the drawing, and particularly pointed projection ‘I tapers or decreases progressively 
out in the claim. ‘ in lateral dimension towards its outer end, as 
In the drawing: \ shown clearly in Figures 2 and 3. _- > 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a conventional The handle 8 is formed of closely celled Wire, 

or well known form of safety razor showing the forming in e?eet a 0011 Spring Whose Various 35 
application thereto of a handleembodying the coils rest against each other. The transverse _ 
invention, ' exterior diameter of the coil is substantially that 

Figure 2 is a similar view, with parts broken of the head d, andthe coils at the inner end of 
away to show the details of construction and the handle ?t tightly over the projection 1- Due 

05 

40 mode of operation; and to the peculiar shape‘ of the projection ‘I, the 40 
Figure 3 is a perspective view 0! the handle coil will in e?ect be “stretched” in binding en 

head used in connection with the invention. casement over-the larger diameter of the pro 
The invention consists generally in a ?exible lectionand thus is locked securely to the head. 

handle to take the place of the rigid metal han- The Outer end of the Spring has engaged therein ’ 
5 dle now in use. The improved-handle possesses the inner extremity of a closure or can l0. the 45 
characteristics which will permit of’ its being -==~:--1 providing a shoulder ll against which the 
?exed readily in various directions. Associated outer end or the spring loeks- . 

> with the handle is means which enables the user ‘The spv handle 8 normally assumes a 
to vary the degree of ?exibility by merely c- e: : u t position as shown in Figure 1, but may be I 

so ing the position of his hand upon the handle. ?exed with the exertionof slight pressure ~1 
This feature is ofimportance, as it enables each in any desired direction and to practically any ' 
user to obtain the ?exibility suited to his par-t degree. By reason of the tapered projection ‘I 
tioular requirement. The invention in the pres- the degree or ?exibility may be. varied. By 
-ent instance is shown as associated with one par- grasping the handle _close. to the projection, it 



2 
' by the underlying tapered projection ‘I will be 
greater than when the handle is grasped more 
remote from the projection. By grasping the 
handle immediately over or adjacent to the pro 

5 'jecting portion 1, little or no ?exibility is afforded.‘ 
' rI‘he razor thus constructed automatically lends 
itself to'the degree of ?exibility desired, this 
degree being determined by the point of grasp of 
the handle. 

10 The handle is applied to the razor by delivering 
thereto a rotary motion to cause the threads of 
the stem 5 to engage within the socket'of head 
8. The coils of the handle, therefore, will pref 
erably be made left handed, so that clockwise 

15 rotation to tighten the handle will cause the coils 
to bind and securely grip upon the projections ‘i 
and i0 and thus obviate slippage. 
A handle constructed in the form of a coil as 

described possesses a ?exibility very desirable in 
20 the shaving operation. This ?exibility is not lim 

ited to angular directions but permits of the head 
rotating to limited degrees with respect to the 
handle. This action permits the blade to rest 
properly upon the-surface and keeps the blade 
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tension at both ends uniform, notwithstanding 
undulations in the said surface. 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that I have 

provided a safety razor handle of extremely sim 
ple and inexpensive construction, and which pos 
sesses such characteristics as will permit of that 
degree of ?exibility desired by the user. It is 

U obvious, however, that this function may be ob 
tained by variation in the details without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention. 
What I claim is: 
In a razor, a head, a projection integral with 
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said head, said projection being circular in cross ‘ 
section and of a diameter less than the head at 
its juncture with the latter to form a. shoulder, 
said projection increasing slightly in diameter 
from said shoulder to substantially its medial 
point and then progressively decreasing in diam 
eter to its extremity, and a coil handle enclosing 
said projection and of a diameter substantially 
equal to the diameter of the projection at its junce 
ture with the head. ' 
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